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**Topic:** Data governance for data-driven and AI-enabled companies

**Session date:** March 18, 2022

**Session Time:** 7 AM to 8 AM PST

**Meeting Details:**

Subscribe to the DataOps group calendar for meeting details using the steps [here](#).

To join the webinar, use [this link](#).

**Abstract**

Data governance is critical for any data-driven company, including those who are joining the AI wave. It is not easy to keep control of all internal and external data sources, but data governance processes and tools are making the task easier today. This session will go from the fundamentals of data governance to its relation to other relevant data & AI topics.

**Structure:**

- Data governance fundamentals (concept, motivation, main terms)
- Data governance tools overview
• Its relation with MLOps and data-centric approaches
• The influence of data governance on AI governance

Speaker info:
• https://www.linkedin.com/in/adriangs86
• https://twitter.com/adriangs86
• https://about.me/adrian.gonzalezsanchez